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Exam: Continuous Optimisation ZOLA
3TU- and LNMB-course, Utrecht.

Monday 26tl' Janu ary 207b

1. Given &convexsetirclR" and acorvexCl-function f , T 4 R, consiclelthe [4points]
pl'ogram:

(P) miu /(r) s.r. r e ï.
Showforf€F:
7 is a (global) minirnizer of (P) if and only if vf(u)r(r - r) > 0 vr € t holcls.

2. (a) consider the simple linear progran: 
t3 points]

(P) ,Jè,il*, s.t. r-1(0.
Look at the Wolfe clual {WD) of (P) ancl deter:nine all solutio,rs (r, p) of (WD).
Prove in this rvay that strong duality, u(l4r D) : ,u{P), holds and show that not
all solutions (f,r) of (WD) correspond to I{KT poiuts of (P) (not all poilts
5 are feasible).

(b) For the convex proglam 
[4 poiuts]

tco) jËàt /(r) s.t. si{x) S 0, j : t, . . . ,m ,

ryith convex functions Í,gi € Cr(R",lR) shorv:

If the feasible poiut E satisfies the l{I{T-conditions with a rnultiplier vector
, > 0 then (8, §)'ix a solution of the Wolfe dual {WD).

(c) For the program (CO) in (b) shorv fol the values u{W D) of Wolfe's clual ancl [3 poilts]
u(D) of the Lagrangean dual that we have: u(W D) í u(D)

3. Colsider the problem:

(P) #[ï (', + L)2 + r2z s.t' -:: -;; : S

(a) Sketch the feasible set .F of (P). Show that at any feasible point z € -F the [2 poilts]
linear independency constraint qualifi cation (LICe) holds,

(b) Show that for r : (0,0) the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions are satisfied. [4 points]
(c) §how that c : (0,0) is a strict local minimizer of order p : 1. Also pr.ove [3 points]

(in detail) that E is the unique global minimizer?
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4. Let ll1 C IR' be a proper cone and let / € Rnxr be given.

slrorv that if ,4 has (full) rank n, then K2 : {Axl x e K1} is a ploper cone.
You rnay assume that K2 is closed.

5. Cousider the follorving oue dimeusional optimisation problem:

min 2:Ë - 2r

s.t. xz >1 
(1)

(a) Sketch this ploblem. Using this sketch fincl its optimal solution, r*, and its
optimal value, r'(1).

(b) Give the standard sum-of-squares approximation for this problern with d: 2.

(c) For a deglee two polyuomial àe(r) : a§2 + b* + c, give a positive serniclefinite
constraint which is equivalent to the constraint that fu e X2.
Thi.s is similar to the fact that for a degree zero polynomi,al h,1(x) : a, we haue
that h,1e»o iÍ and, only if aZA.

(d) Given that (c * 1)' E X2 and I € Xe, find a lorver bound on the optirnal value
of the problem from part (b).

6. (Automatic additional points)

Question: 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total

Points: 4 10 r9 4 I 4 40

A copy of the
Good luck!

lecture-sheets may be used during the examination.
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